A Man‘s World?

Which came first: the chicken or the egg?
Some very obvious facts & correlations need to be ignored to
believe into the Patriarchal System & the lies that serve as its
fundament. Some decades ago, women were still not allowed to
vote or drive a car in many countries. Even in modern Germany,
women needed their husband‘s consent to take a job & or other
things until the 70s of the last Century. Where does the idea
come from that women are inferior?
They are not, of course – to the contrary. The original human is
clearly the woman. She is able to bear (multiple) children, which
allows mankind to survive beyond a single lifespan. That most
higher Earth species also have males as a specialised variety
originally was an optional add-on & investment. Males have less
abilities than females (no childbearing, inferior holistic & intuitive thinking as well as social skills, etc.), but are better at some
to balance this. Homo Sapiens males are e.g. better at rational
thinking, muscle work & single-problem solving. Their life purpose is to get the most attractive female possible and then protect
& serve this female. Which will be in charge from then on.
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The Weaker Gender
Males want sex, females grant sex

Human males – you can follow any of their thoughts to where
they start – are primarily focused on achieving sex with attractive females. This prime target might be hidden between many
layers of argumentation, justification & self-deception. But in
the end, most activities are meant to directly or indirectly contribute to reaching a better position for more or better sex.
Outside a relationship, this is the main driver for any ambition
most men can muster beyond having a good time & maintaining
the status quo. Inside a relationship, females usually use sex
(or its promise/withdrawal) to control their males‘ behaviour.
Women are naturals when it comes to manipulating males who
want to have sex with them. As this is how nature foresaw it:
the more expendable males serve the smarter females.
There was a time when women exploited their advantage too
much. Afterwards, religious texts were re-written, men obligated
to be circumcised & women had to hide their hair, etc. Misogyny
started while men tried to hide how weak & powerless they are.
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